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INTRODUCTION
Eyes is the title of Series 4 for Comic Books Poems. The front cover de-
picts an illustration and this hints at the content inside. Series 4 - Eyes 
almost completely relies upon traditional media to depict the Comic 
Book Poems. 

Traditional media has always been present with Comic Book Poems, 
from Series 1 - Outsider Art onwards, however with Series 4 we really 
embrace this idea. This stems from my influences for the project. Re-
cently I have been heavily influenced by the illustration work of Daniel 
Johnston, Jeffrey Lewis and Chad VanGaalen. All three of these artists 
are also musicians. Although Comic Book Poems do not involve music, 
Comic Book Poems do involve different types of media crossing over. I 
find this aspect very inspirational as I am always drawn to artists who 
can work in several types of media.

Series 3 - Unfinished presented a more linear approach to Comic Book 
Poetry with the Comic Book Poems relying on storytelling as opposed to 
the abstract nature of Poetry. Series 4 - Eyes carries on this approach, 
however there is a definite return to abstraction with ‘Black Fact’ and 
‘Perspective’. Series 4 - Eyes also reinforces the idea of character design 
and a narrator telling a story. ‘The Adventures of Homegame’ is a great 
example of this.

Series 4 - Eyes takes the Comic Book Poems project further and show-
cases what can be done in traditional media within an online and digital 
context. Give the book a read and enjoy.

Thanks,

Steven
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